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1 Introduction

Grammatical gender is commonly defined as a grammatical feature, classi

fied as a noun class, which is present in several languages. More precisely,

in almost half of the languages in the world (Audring 2016). Such a feature

is often linked to biological sex for animate referents. For inanimate refer

ents, however, grammatical gender can be related with other properties of the

noun. Another characteristic of grammatical gender is agreement. According

to Corbett (2013), “gender is about agreement”, which means that evidence of

gender should trespass the nouns themselves to agree with other expressions

in the phrases it heads. Thus, how does gender agreement occur in differ

ent languages? Understanding the nature of grammatical gender across the

languages of the word is not a trivial task.

In Grammatical gender and linguistic complexity, Volume I: General is

sues and specific studies, and Grammatical gender and linguistic complexity,

Volume II: Worldwide comparative studies, Francesca Di Garbo, Bruno Ols

son, and Bernhard Wälchli present a collection of uptodate studies investi

gating the typological aspects of grammatical gender and its evolution in lan

guages of the world. We consider this set of papers to be an important contri

bution to the field of Typological Linguistics, since it presents traditional and

modern tools of analysis to measure gender complexity crosslinguistically,

as well as discusses how these complexities evolve and change over time.

Hence, these papers go back and forth in time, presenting both diachronic

and synchronic studies on the complexity of gender systems, not only in large

crosslinguistic samples but also in individual languages not well described in

the literature so far.
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2 Volume I: General issues and specific studies

The first volume of the publication contains 10 chapters distributed in four

parts. Chapter 1, as defined by the editors, is an overview of the books’ con

tents meant to contextualize the volumes in the field of grammatical gender

studies, as well as establish the key concepts supporting the questions dis

cussed in the papers.

2.1 Part I: General issues

In the first part of the book, the reader will be introduced to the theoretical

foundations of gender complexity in three chapters. In Chapter 2, Canon

ical, complex, complicated?, Jenny Audring applies the canonical typology

from Corbett & Fedden (2016) to build up an approach to compare and con

trast canonicity, complexity, and difficulty. In this study, canonicity is

taken as the baseline for assessing complexity, while difficulty is presented

as an independent notion. One strength of the chapter is the way in which

it provides a nuanced view of the concept of canonical structures. Audring

argues that while canonical structures can be useful as a reference point for

language analysis, they are often oversimplified and do not accurately reflect

the full complexity of linguistic systems. She uses several examples from dif

ferent languages to demonstrate how apparently canonical structures can vary

in different contexts or be subject to various exceptions. Regarding complex

ity, this work presents a detailed study of the complexity of gender systems.

The principles applied in judging complexity are presented here, and a con

crete example of it is given on page 23 via the principle of transparency,

which states that markers having different functions are more complex than

markers dedicated to only one function. In addition, difficulty is defined as in

herently relative and possibly influenced by a range of external factors, thus,

it needs to be observed in context. For example, according to the evidence

found here, difficulties in acquiring a gender system are related to the fre

quency with which children are exposed to nouns accompanied by agreeing

words. Although the chapter is balanced between theoretical discussion and

illustrative examples, the terminology is specific to canonical typology and

needs to be considered in light of the descriptions presented by the author,

which might negatively affect the impact of the chapter in other contexts of

typological studies.
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In Chapter 3Gender: Esoteric or exoteric?, Östen Dahl describes how the

limitations concerning the data on language ecology1 hinder the understand

ing of the relations between grammatical complexity and factors external to

the language system. More specifically, Dahl questions to what extent eco

logical factors influence the growth, maintenance, and loss of gender systems,

arguing that it is necessary to go beyond the patterns presented in databases

such as WALS to understand in which conditions gender systems emerge and

mature. Additionally, Dahl betakes the notions of esoteric niche and exo

teric niche coined by Lupyan & Dale (2010) to differentiate languages with

comparatively smaller populations, smaller areas, and fewer linguistic neigh

bours (esoteric) from those with larger populations, larger areas, and more

linguistic neighbours (exoteric). A strong contribution of the paper is that

it draws attention to an important shortcoming in the study of the evolution

of gender systems. However, the chapter does not propose ways in which

the limitations regarding the availability of data on language ecology on the

databases could be surpassed.

In Chapter 4Why is gender so complex? Some typological considerations,

Johanna Nichols continues the discussion about the relation of grammatical

gender and language complexity, testing three hypotheses about the overall

complexity of languages with and without gender:

I. Languages with gender are more complex overall than those without

gender.

II. Languages with gender are more complex morphologically than gender

less languages.

III. Languages with gender have a higher inflectional synthesis of the verb

than genderless languages (p. 74).

Nichols’ work is innovative in that it measures language complexity not only

through the number of elements in the inventory or the values in a system

(inventory complexity) but also by the amount of information required to de

scribe a system (descriptive complexity). By doing so, she concludes, in light

of a wide crosslinguistic sample, that languages with gender are not more

complex than genderless languages.

1 Data related to language ecology include information such as community size, degree of contact

with other language communities, number of speakers learning or speaking the language non

natively, and so on.
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2.2 Part II Africa

In Chapter 5, entitled NigerCongo “noun classes” conflate gender with de

riflection, Tom Güldemann and Ines Fiedler use a methodological approach

with four analytical concepts to discuss grammatical gender in NigerCongo:

1. agreement class; 2. gender; 3. nominal form class, and 4. deriflection –

a blend of inflection and derivation which refers to a relevant morphological

or phonological phenomenon interacting with gender (p. 95). Proposing an

analysis of NigerCongo languages2 not based on Bantu systems, this paper

creates descriptions that are broader than usual and suitable for the analysis

of other language families outside Africa, building an interesting framework

to describe and compare gender crosslinguistically.

According to Güldemann & Fiedler’s results, nominal form classes3 and

agreement classes conflate in NigerCongo gender systems. That is the main

reason for problems in the analysis of this language family since the tradi

tional NigerCongo framework fuses two independent linguistic phenomena

associated with nouns (gender agreement and deriflection) in the concept of

“noun class”. The strengths of this chapter lie in its analysis and recognition

of nominal prefixes inAkan, which previous authors failed to relate to a nom

inal system. Additionally, the chapter highlights the specific developments in

Bantu philology that have shaped the framework, while also considering the

typological treatment of gender. It brings a crosslinguistic approach that of

fers valuable insights into these systems. Moreover, the chapter’s context and

insights help shed light on the complexities of gender and deriflection systems

in the languages discussed.

In Chapter 6 Gender in Uduk, Don Killian focuses on the complexities

and features of gender in Uduk – a Koman language spoken on the border of

Ethiopia and Sudan. The paper has a special value to the studies of grammat

ical gender since it discusses some unusual properties of the gender system

of Uduk, such as the predominant arbitrariness of gender assignment, where

the features of the referents (animacy, sex) most of the time seem to be irrel

evant for gender assignment. In addition, Killian’s analysis of Uduk demon

strates that a noncanonical gender system can also be relatively simple. By

challenging common gender assignment assumptions, this chapter shows its

2 Namely, three NigerCongo groups in West Africa: Akan, Guang and GhanaTogoMountain.
3 “Nominal form classes are established in the present approach by word forms with identical

morphological or phonological properties; they represent the counterpart of agreement classes in

the realm of morpho(phono)logy.” (p. 99)
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arbitrariness. It highlights verb agreement intricacies with different genders

and unveils distinct gender treatment in a narrative context. Pronominal ob

jects’ indexation patterns are also explored. While insightful, further research

is needed to clarify some aspects, indicating the evolving nature of linguistic

analysis.

2.3 Part III New Guinea

Opening this part dedicated to New Guinea, Chapter 7 Gender in Walman,

written by Matthew S. Dryer, describes gender and genderlike phenomena

in the language of the Torricelli family spoken on the north coast of Papua

New Guinea. The chapter studies language samples, revealing how pluralia

tantum and diminutives share gender similarities but differ too. In this sense,

pluralia tantum nouns can represent an additional gender form, coexistingwith

masculine and feminine. The study revealed that the corpus studied contains

twice asmany pluralia tantum nouns as lexicallymasculine, while diminutives

show less genderlike traits, lacking lexically diminutive nouns.

In Chapter 8 The gender system of Coastal Marind, Bruno Olsson pro

vides an overview of the gender system of Coastal Marind, a Papuan language

of the Anim family of Southern New Guinea. In this language, nouns are di

vided into four genders: masculine, feminine and two inanimate genders. The

chapter provides a detailed analysis of the different genders and their manifes

tations in various aspects of the language, including nouns, pronouns, adjec

tives, and verb agreement. The paper also explores the relationship between

gender and plurals, considering the possibility that the Gender IV nouns in

Walman could be seen as pluralia tantum. However, the author ultimately re

jects this analysis and argues that the Gender IV nouns should be considered

a separate gender. Olsson argues pluralia tantum nouns as a precursor to the

fourth gender. Thus, an initial 3gender system might have expanded to 4

genders, potentially spurred by grouping pluralia tantum nouns. The author

concludes that the CoastalMarind data implies thatAnim languages could rep

resent a distinct case of gender system complexity due to a unique number

related interaction (p. 222). This paper is unique in its indepth analysis of

gender in a specific language, providing valuable insights into the structure

and functioning of the gender system in Walman.

Ending this part of the volume about New Guinea, in Chapter 9 Gender

in New Guinea, Erik Svärd classifies the gender systems of 20 languages in

the New Guinea region. Using five criteria established by Di Garbo (2014)
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in her analysis of gender systems ofAfrican languages,4 Svärd identified four

typologically rare characteristics of the New Guinea languages: 1. size and

shape as important criteria of gender assignment, with large/long being mas

culine and small/short feminine, 2. the coexistence of two separate nominal

classification systems, 3. no gender distinctions in pronouns, and 4. verbs

as the most common indexing target (p. 225). The comparison between the

gender systems of New Guinea and Africa shows that they are very different,

with the main difference focusing on the prevalence of nonsexbased gender

systems and gender marking on nouns in Africa, while the opposite occurs in

New Guinea. Importantly, Svärd defends that pluralia tantum is a significant

category of study for gaining a full understanding of gender systems in the

New Guinea languages.

2.4 Part IV South Asia

Chapter 10 Gender typology and gender (in)stability in Hindu Kush Indo

Aryan languages, by Henrik Liljegren, takes the reader to South Asia. This

ambitious contribution aims at the understanding of gender distribution and

manifestation across 25 IndoAryan languages spoken in the Hindu Kush

Karakorum region – an area composed of mountains located in the North

eastern part of Afghanistan, Northern Pakistan, and the disputed territory of

Kashmir. The article presents a microtypology of gender systems in HKIA,

summarizing related language traits (p. 282). The inherited sexbased system

endures but fades in some Northwestern languages. In Western languages,

an animacybased system emerges alongside or instead of sexbased struc

tures, impacting their setup. Gender’s strength varies, being entrenched in

the East but waning in the West. The North shows weaker semantic trans

parency, while the South emphasizes formal assignment and object agree

ment. An important finding of this study is the suggestion of nontrivial inter

actions between neighbouring languages, with languages without gender (or

with markedly different assignment systems) possibly influencing the devel

opment of gender languages.

4 The five criteria established by Di Garbo (2014) are: 1. sexbased and nonsexbased gender

systems, 2. number of genders, 3. gender assignment, 4. number of genderindexing targets, and

5. occurrence of gender marking on nouns (p. 230).
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3 Volume II: Worldwide comparative studies

In the second volume of Grammatical gender and linguistic complexity, the

reader will be presented to studies that explore several geographic areas, di

verse gender systems, and, with special attention, the dynamic nature of gen

der complexity. Three extensive chapters describe diachronic and typological

case studies on gender systems, while a final chapter discusses traditional and

modern theoretical and empirical challenges concerning the investigation of

grammatical gender. Chapter 1, as presented in volume I, is an overview of

the books’ contents meant to contextualize the volumes in the field of gram

matical gender studies, as well as establish the key concepts supporting the

questions discussed in the papers.

In Chapter 2 The evolving complexity of gender agreement systems,

Francesca Di Garbo & Matti Miestamo defend the necessity of taking di

achrony into account to deeply understand the relationship between gender

and complexity, i.e., how gender systems vary in complexity and how this

variation is distributed crosslinguistically. Matasović (2018) surveys agree

ment systems, including gender. Being a typology, the approach is similar

to Di Garbo and Miestamo’s. However, in this chapter from Di Garbo and

Miestamo the objective is to use a diachronic perspective to understand how

and why gender systems vary in complexity, which contributes particularly

to the understanding of the patterns behind the development of gender sys

tems, and their change or loss. The study examines 36 languages in 15 sets,

revealing shared traits of borrowed gender agreement patterns which emerge

from borrowed nouns and adjectives, are confined to noun phrases, and rely

on semantic assignment for conveying properties of nouns and natural gen

der distinctions (p. 44). Readers of the Finnish Journal of Linguistics may be

particularly interested in the description of the Swedish gender system devel

opment (p. 28–30). The authors mention that many nonstandard varieties of

Swedish and other Scandinavian languages maintain a tripartite gender sys

tem, which seems to be a previous stage in use before standard varieties with

bipartite gender systems, such as Danish and Swedish, started to spread. An

other interesting aspect of Swedish is the presence of a pervasive reduction of

gender agreement morphology in Karleby Swedish – a variety spoken in the

town of Karleby, located in the Finnish region of Ostrobothnia (p. 36). This

fact raises the question of a possible influence coming from Finnish, which is

a genderless language.
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In Chapter 3 The feminine anaphoric gender gram, incipient gender mark

ing, maturity, and extracting anaphoric gender markers from parallel texts,

BernhardWälchli performs a typological investigation of feminine anaphoric

gender grams (i.e., grammatical items equivalent to the words she/her in En

glish), in a worldwide sample of 816 languages (with only 187 showing femi

nine anaphoric gender grams). The paper discusses how simple gender differs

frommore mature and genealogically stable forms of anaphoric gender. Thus,

three simple forms of gender are extracted from the corpus of parallel texts

from the New Testament: 1. noncompositional complex noun phrases (e.g.:

that woman), 2. reduced nominal anaphors (e.g.: woman), and 3. general

nouns (e.g.: girl; she). Based on his results, Wälchli concludes that anaphoric

gender grams exhibiting suppletion or neutralization must have undergone

some kind of grammaticalization process, presupposing earlier stages with

simpler gender grams more similar to nouns or developed from markers of

other grammatical categories. However, the author explains that not all cases

of incipient anaphoric gender markers come from grammaticalization devel

opments since linguistic gender categories can also be a result of language

planning. As an example, he mentions that in Swedish the genderneutral

form hen has been used to replace the masculine han ‘he’ and the feminine

hon ‘she’, especially in generic use (p. 95). One of the strengths of this chap

ter is Wälchli’s use of parallel texts to extract anaphoric gender markers. By

comparing the same biblical text translated in different languages, the author

can identify patterns in the use of gender markers and provide insights into

how they have evolved over time. One of the weaknesses is that the language

of the chapter is highly technical, which can prevent the study from being

widely applicable. Also, it lacks clear and concise summaries that would help

readers understand the key takeaways.

In Chapter 4 On the distribution and complexity of gender and numeral

classifiers, Kaius Sinnemäki applies the statistical tool of generalized linear

mixed models to determine whether there is a tradeoff of complexity between

gender and numeral classifiers, analysing the presence vs. absence of these

variables in a language. The sample contains 360 languages, stratified ge

nealogically and areally. The use of generalized linear mixed models revealed

the interesting fact that languages with numeral classifiers are significantly

less likely to have gender than those with no numeral classifiers. From the to

tal of 360 surveyed, only 22 languages (6%) attested both gender and numeral

classifiers, supporting the idea that languages tend to avoid breaking the prin

ciple of economy and prefer not to develop or maintain more than one system
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with the same function simultaneously. Conversely, since the use of general

ized linear mixed models requires a large and representative dataset, the use

of the tool in the study of gender and numeral classifiers in languages with

limited data availability or small sample sizes might not be the most effective.

Finally, Chapter 5 The dynamics of gender complexitywritten by Bernhard

Wälchli & Francesca Di Garbo ends this volume with a wideranging enquiry

into the diachrony and complexity of gender systems. The paper presents

stateoftheart research on the topic, reexamining phenomena that are central

to studies of gender, such as animacy hierarchy, assignment rules, agreement,

and cumulative expression with other inflectional categories. In this work,

grammatical gender is seen as a mature phenomenon5 which functions as a

dynamic entity evolving over time. The authors use the formula from x to y

to represent the pathways in which a more mature manifestation of gender is

organized in the form of noun classes. In this sense, themain point of the paper

is to understand why gender can become quite complex in some languages and

remain simple, or develop into being simple once again, in other languages.

This dynamic nature of gender systems is the reason for the adoption of what

the authors denominate as a dynamic approach to the definition of gender.

Thus, considering this dynamic approach, Wälchli and Di Garbo propose the

following definition for gender:

Gender is a grammatical category type with a semantic core of animacy

and/or sex reflecting classes of referents, which have a propensity to turn

into classes of noun lexemes. It is overtly marked on nounassociated

forms. It typically exhibits cumulative exponence with number, case,

and/or person. Gender is organized in the form of systems (Volume II:

207).

In sum, one major contribution of this paper is the presentation of an alterna

tive definition for gender in which gender systems are considered as a cate

gory centred on the semantics of animacy and/or sex, but with a propensity

to turn into noun lexemes, forming what is called lexical gender. The paper

describes languages in which it is plausible to assume that gender originates

as referentbased items at the top segment of the animacy hierarchy, with a

tendency to spread to inanimate referents due to factors such as agentivity,

uniqueness or possession. In other words, gender is a category that can change

from referentbased to mostly lexical items – which have the possibility of re

5 A linguistic feature forged in a lengthy period of historical development, presupposing a non

trivial prehistory (Dahl 2004: 2).
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verting to referentbased in some cases. This definition of gender differs from

other definitions in the sense that it brings light to the evolution of gender

systems over time, putting the semantics of animacy and/or sex at the centre

of this process of development. Additionally, the authors defend that gender

should not be considered in isolation since it frequently behaves as dependent

on other grammatical categories such as number, case, and person. In line

with other contributions in this publication, this inquiry finds that number is

particularly connected with gender in pluralia tantum and other phenomena

related to lexical plurality.

4 Conclusion

This collection of papers composing the two volumes of Grammatical gen

der and linguistic complexity combines sophisticated research methods with

linguistic analysis in the investigation of grammatical gender, offering re

searchers interested in this topic a valuable source of theoretical frameworks,

linguistic data, and references for future studies. The collection of papers

composing the two volumes presents studies about languages from continents

which were not yet well represented in the traditional literature on gender,

filling in an important gap in the research about grammatical gender. Gram

matical gender is depicted in this publication as a complex system that varies

crosslinguistically and can change over time due to several factors. In this

sense, the dynamic nature of gender systems emerges as a central issue to be

pursued by researchers on this topic.

Reading these papers can be challenging, but certainly enriching. The

discussion of complex topics and the description of extensive data are well

guided by the systematic division and organization of the contents. The data

attached in the appendices of some of the chapters is especially useful for

doctoral researchers in typological linguistics investigating gender or other

nominal categories. For example, a helpful tool for novice researchers is the

appendix to Chapter 5 The dynamics of gender complexity (Volume II: 355),

which offers a long list of key concepts with brief definitions and page loca

tions. In summary, we strongly recommend these volumes to every linguist

interested in crosslinguistic studies, language diversity, language change, and

especially in the evolution of gender systems.
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